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Predicting shock/shock and shock/boundary-layer interactions in gas flows that surround

high-speed vehicles is key in aerodynamic design. Under typical hypersonic conditions, these

flow structures are influencedby complexnonequilibriumphenomena leading tohigh-temperature

effects. In this work, the conceptual Bedford wing-body vehicle is studied to analyse flow pat-

terns in shock/shock and shock/boundary-layer interactions with thermochemical nonequilib-

rium. A parametric CFD study is carried out for different hypersonic operating conditions,

with respect to the freestreamMach number. Simulations are performed with the SU2-NEMO

solver coupled to the Mutation++ library, that provides all the necessary thermodynamic,

kinetic and transport properties of the mixture and chemical species. The AMG library is

used for automatic anisotropic mesh adaptation. Numerical results show that increasing the

freestream Mach number from 4 to 10 leads to changes in the shock layer, locations of shock

impingement and regions of boundary layer separation. Despite these changes, the change in

freestream Mach number has little impact on the overall shock interaction structures.

I. Nomenclature

� = Millikan and White coefficient

� = Millikan and White coefficient

� = Reaction rate constant, cm3 mol−1s−1

2 = Mass fraction

� = Diffusion coefficient, m2 s−1

4 = Energy per unit mass, J kg−1

6 = Degeneracy

ℎ = Enthalpy per unit mass, J kg−1
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®� = Mass diffusion flux, kg m−3s−1

: = Reaction rate, cm3 mol−1s−1

" = Molar mass, kg mol−1

# = Number density, cm−3

= = Number of species

? = Pressure, Pa

@ = Conduction heat flux, kg s−3

'D = Universal gas constant, J mol−1 K−1

) = Temperature, K

®D = Velocity, m s−1

- = Molar fraction

\ = Characteristic temperature, K

_ = Thermal conductivity coefficient, W m−1K−1

` = Viscosity coefficient, N s m−2

a′ = Forward reaction stoichiometry coefficient

a′′ = Backward reaction stoichiometry coefficient

d = Density, kg m−3

f = Collision-limiting cross section, cm2

g = Relaxation time, s

ḡ = Viscous stress tensor, kg m−1 s −2

¤l = Chemical source term, kg m−3 s −1

¤Ω = Vibrational energy source term, J m−3 s −1

Subscripts

A = Activation

1 = Backward

5 = Forward

8 = Electronic level

: = Thermal energy mode

A = Reaction

B = Species

E = Vibrational level

Superscripts

C = Convective

c = Chemistry

e = Electronic energy mode

MW = Millikan and White

P = Park

r = Rotational energy mode

t = Translational energy mode

V = Viscous

v = Vibrational energy mode

II. Introduction

Understanding the impact of shock interference patterns is necessary to accurately predict the severe aerothermal

loads experienced by the surface of high-speed vehicles, e.g., during atmospheric re-entry or sustained hypersonic

flight. High-Mach vehicles operate in flow regimes potentially dominated by high-temperature effects with intense

heating, thermal nonequilibrium and finite-rate chemical kinetics. Nonequilibrium effects significantly influence the

structure of shock interaction mechanisms, and in turn the aerothermodynamic loads on the vehicle’s surface. Impinging

shocks originating at the interference between shock waves emanating from the fuselage nose, wing, inlet cowls and

high-lift devices can lead to catastrophic flight failures if not correctly predicted [1]. While the ability to numerically

predict thermal and chemical nonequilibrium effects on canonical tests cases is necessary to verify the physical and
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numerical modelling, these cases often overlook the complex phenomena experienced on real vehicles during flight. As

such, this work presents a numerical study of the aerothermodynamic environment around a vehicle known as Bedford

wing-body [2] for different Mach numbers, with a focus on the shock patterns established under thermochemical

nonequilibrium.

Extensive fundamental research has been done on the characterization of hyper-velocity flow over double-wedge

and double-cone configurations highlighting shock/surface, shock/shock and shock/boundary layer interactions. These

canonical configurations are widely studied as they serve as an approximation to the geometry of control surfaces, cowls

and fuselage/canopy area. Early work by Hu et al. [3] studied the oscillations induced by shock/shock interactions over

the double-wedge under the conditions of an inviscid multiple species flow and temperature dependent thermodynamic

properties. It was found that oscillations were accompanied by the transition of shock interaction configurations. Tchuen

et al. [4, 5] continued on this work, adding real gas effects with Park’s two-temperature model and finite-rate chemistry.

This work confirmed that nonequilibrium effects alter the structure of the shock, shrinking the shock-layer compared

to perfect ideal gases. Li et al. [6, 7] focused on the transition between type IV-V shock patterns by introducing the

nonequilibrium relaxation length. By extending the shock polar method using this new parameter, Li was able to predict

regional pressures and critical angles. Recently, Garbacz et al. [8] extended this analysis to CO2 flows. The canonical

double-wedge configuration was simulated for different sets of freestream conditions, finding that the shock pattern

changes completely for a flow of air but not for the case of a CO2-dominated flow, likely due to the vibrational modes

being excited at much lower temperatures for the latter. Adding viscosity to the picture, some work has been done on the

blunted cone, double-cone and cone-flare configurations, investigating the effects of shock/boundary layer interaction as

well as axisymmetry. Nompelis et al. [9, 10] simulated a laminar double-cone under thermochemical nonequilibrium.

It was found that failure to model the slip wall accurately leads to over-predictions of the heat transfer due to sensitivity

of the vibrational energy accommodation coefficient. Additionally, the simulation was sensitive to not only the grid

resolution, but the numerical schemes employed as well. Later, Knight et al. [11] simulated both high- and low-enthalpy

N2 flows over a laminar double-cone. The high-enthalpy results were in good agreement with experiments, however,

low-enthalpy simulations displayed non-steady behavior not present in experiments. It was found that reducing the

Reynolds number eliminated this unsteady phenomena. Hao et al. [12] builds upon the high-enthalpy simulation work

by comparing the Park and CVDV (Coupled Vibration-Dissociation-Vibration [13]) nonequilibrium models. The double-

cone was found to be especially sensitive to the vibration-dissociation models at high-enthalpies, with the CVDV model

resulting in better agreement with experimental data. In a validation study, Koryukov et al. [14] found that failing to

properly resolve the boundary layer can lead to significant discrepancies in the location of peak pressure coefficient values.

While these canonical cases allow for model testing, verification and validation, they often do not translate well
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to real world vehicle flights. Generally, most of the studies on vehicles refer to simple capsules or blunted cones.

However, there are few complex bodies that have been studied. Papadopoulos et al. [15] studied the X-38 vehicle

in an effort to validate grid generation methodologies. With the grid generation technique, Papadopoulos was able

to achieve fairly accurate results compared to experimental data. Scalabrin et al. [16] focused on the simulation of

reentry configurations while accounting for thermochemical nonequilibrium. The RAM-C, the Mars entry capsule in

the HYPULSE Expansion Tube, and a blunted cone in the CALSPAN shock tunnel were all simulated and compared

to experimental data. Results agreed fairly well for the RAM-C and Mars entry vehicles, but heating and electron

density for the blunted cone were over-predicted . Later on, Scalabrin was able to match results from the Apollo

and FIRE-II capsules using both air-5-species and air-11-species gas models[17]. Sun et al. [18] and Qu et al.

[19] both studied the X-33 aircraft as validation for improved numerical schemes. In both cases, a perfect ideal gas

model was employed and the numerical schemes demonstrated improvement over past verification cases. Emelyanov

et al. [20] expanded on these past experiments by simulating the X-51 vehicle with both thermal and chemical equilibrium.

Despite all of these previous works, there is still much to understand regarding complex real geometries that trigger

shock/shock and shock/boundary-layer interactions, particularly in the presence of thermochemical nonequilibrium

effects. This manuscript deals with the full-body geometry of the Bedford body, with a focus on the shock interactions.

Simulations of air-5-species nonequilibrium hypersonic flow over this body are conducted for different values of Mach

number: 4, 6, 8 and 10. The first case, M = 4, serves as validation since experimental data on the aerodynamic

coefficients is available for comparison. Under the conditions studied, ionization is assumed not to play a role. Moreover,

mesh adaptation is employed in this work, to ensure that the complex flow features are captured in the most accurate and

computationally efficient manner. The paper first presents the governing equations, with particular attention paid to the

thermal nonequilibrium and finite-rate chemistry closure terms. The next section then focuses on the numerical and

solver methodology. Simulation results for the Bedford body are then shown and discussed. Finally, a summary of the

main conclusions is presented.

III. Physical and numerical modeling
The system of governing equations is obtained following classical approaches presented in the literature for a laminar

viscous, chemically-reacting, nonequilibrium flow [21]. The two-temperature model by Park [22] is used, where the

translational energy mode is assumed to be at equilibrium with the rotational one, and the vibrational energy mode is

assumed to be at equilibrium with the electronic one. In a compact form, the system can be described as

dU
dC
+ ∇ · ®F

C
(U) = ∇ · ®F

V
(U) +Q(U), (1)
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where the conservative variables, convective fluxes, viscous fluxes and source terms are given, respectively, by

U =



d1

.

.

.

d=B

d®D

d4

d4v-e



, ®FC =



d1 ®D
.
.
.

d=B ®D

d®D ⊗ ®D + ?�̄

d®Dℎ

d®D4v-e



, ®FV =



®�1

...

®�=B

ḡ

ḡ · ®D +∑
B
®�BℎB + ®@v-e + ®@t-r∑

B
®�Bℎv-eB + ®@v-e



, Q =



¤l1

.

.

.

¤l=B

0

0

¤Ω



, (2)

and d is the density of the mixture, dB is the partial density of the species, ? is the static pressure, 4 and 4v-e are,

respectively, the total energy per unit mass and the vibrational energy per unit mass for the mixture, ℎ is the total

enthalpy per unit mass, ®�B is the species mass diffusion flux, ḡ is the viscous stress tensor, ®@ is the conduction heat flux,

index B denotes the Bth chemical species and =B is the total number of species.

Calculating the nonequilibrium thermodynamic state and source terms is necessary to close the system of governing

equations that describes hypersonic flows. This is achieved by means of coupling with appropriate multi-temperature

thermochemistry models. The equations presented below describe the implementation of the Park’s two-temperature

model [22] for a mixture composed of neutral species, provided by the Mutation++ library [23]. Each individual species

is assumed to behave as an ideal gas. Hence, the total pressure of the mixture, ?, is defined by Dalton’s Law as the

summation of the partial pressures associated with each species, ?B , determined by the ideal gas law,

? =

=B∑
B=1

?B =

=B∑
B=1

dB
'u
"B

)tr, (3)

where 'u is the universal gas constant, "B is the molar mass of the species and )tr is the trans-rotational temperature.

The total specific energy of the flow 4 is given as the sum of the internal and kinetic energies:

4 =

=B∑
B=1

2B4B +
1
2
D2, (4)

where 2B is the mass fraction of the species, D is the magnitude of the flow velocity vector and 4B is the specific internal

energy of the species, given by the sum of the energy of formation and the contribution of each internal mode,

4B = 4
t
B ()tr) + 4rB ()tr) + 4vB ()ve) + 4eB ()ve) + 40

B . (5)

Using a combination of statistical thermodynamics and quantum mechanics, the internal mode energies are defined on
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the basis of the Rigid-Rotor Harmonic Oscillator model (RRHO) as:

4tB ()tr) =
3
2
'u
"B

)tr, (6)

4rB ()tr) =


'u
"B
)tr, for linear molecules,

0, for atoms,
(7)

4vB ()ve) =


'u
"B

∑
E

\vE,B
exp(\vE,B/)ve)−1 , for molecules,

0, for atoms,
(8)

4eB ()ve) =
'u
"B

∑
8

68,B\
e
8,B

exp(−\e
8,B
/)ve)∑

8

68,B exp(−\e
8,B
/)ve)

, (9)

where \vE,B is the characteristic vibrational temperature of the species and vibrational mode E, 68,B and \e8,B are the

degeneracy and characteristic electronic temperature, respectively, at energy level 8 for species B. The formation energy

40
B is referenced at the standard state conditions of 298.15 K and 1 atm.

The conservation equation for the mass of the mixture is replaced by a mass conservation equation for each species

in the gas, incorporating a production/destruction term that results from chemical activity. The chemical source term ¤lB

is given by

¤lB = "B

=A∑
A=1
(a′′B,A − a′B,A )

[
:f,A

=B∏
9=1

d̂
a′
9,A

9
− :b,A

=B∏
9=1

d̂
a′′
9,A

9

]
, (10)

where =A and =B are respectively the number of reactions and the number of species, "B is the molecular weight of the

species, a′B is the forward reaction stoichiometry coefficient, a′′B is the backward reaction stoichiometry coefficient, d̂ is

the molar density, :f,A is the forward reaction rate and :b,A is the backward reaction rate. The forward reaction rate for

each reaction A is defined according to the modified Arrhenius equation [24]

:f,A = �A)
−= exp

(
−)A
)c

)
, (11)

where the coefficients �A , )A and = are obtained from experimental data and are, respectively, the reaction rate

constant, the activation temperature and an exponent. The backward reaction rates :b,A are determined from the

equilibrium reaction rates, :b,A = :f,A/:eq,A for every reaction A . )c is the controlling temperature determined by Park’s

two-temperature model [22]:
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• Dissociation reactions AB + M −−−⇀↽−−− A + B + M

)c =
√
)tr)ve for the forward rate; )c = )tr for the backward rate;

• Exchange reactions AB + C −−−⇀↽−−− A + BC

)c = )tr.

In the two-temperature model, the energy transfer mechanisms that determine the change in vibrational energy

of the mixture, are accounted for in the source term vector. The source term, ¤Ω, is defined as the sum of the

vibrational-to-translational energy transfer and energy exchanges due to chemical activity,

¤Ω =
=B∑
B=1

¤Ωt-r:v-e
B + ¤Ωc:v-e

B . (12)

The term ¤Ωt-r:v-e concerns the rate of energy exchange between the translational and vibrational energy modes, following

the Landau-Teller model [25],

¤Ωt-r:v-e
B = dB

4vB ()) − 4vB ()v)
gV-TB

. (13)

The vibrational relaxation time of each species, gV-TB , is given by the Millikan and White empirical formula [26] and the

Park correction [27],

gV-TB = gMW
B + gPB , (14)

where the Millikan and White relaxation time of species depends on the vibrational relaxation times of the interactions

with collision partners ,A , and the corresponding molar fractions, -A , as follows

gMW
B =

(
=B∑
A=1

-A

gMW
B−A

)−1

, (15)

gMW
B−A = exp

(
�B,A

(
)−

1
3 − �B,A

)
− 18.42

) (
?

101325

)−1

[B] . (16)

The Park correction is given by

gPB =

(
#BfB

√
8'u)tr
c"B

)−1

, (17)

where A denotes the A th species, -A is the molar fraction, #B is the number density and fB is an effective cross-section for

vibrational relaxation. It is assumed that molecules are destroyed or created at the average vibrational energy. Therefore
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the change in vibrational-electronic energy of the mixture due to the production/destruction of species follows a simple

non-preferential model and is accounted for in the term ¤Ωc:v-e
B , given by

¤Ωc:v-e
B = ¤lB4

v-e
B . (18)

With regard to dissipative fluxes, the mass diffusion flux of each species ®�B is described by Fick’s Law of diffusion:

®�B = d�B
®∇(2B) (19)

where 2B is the species mass fraction and �B is the species multicomponent diffusion coefficient, obtained by solving

the Stefan-Maxwell equations under the Ramshaw approximation [28]. The viscous stress tensor is written in vector

notation as:

ḡ = `

(
∇®D + ∇®DT − 2

3
�̄ (∇ · ®D)

)
(20)

where ` is the mixture viscosity coefficient. The conduction heat flux for each thermal energy mode, ®@: , is assumed to

be given by Fourier’s Law of heat conduction:

®@: = _: ®∇(): ) (21)

where ): is the temperature and _: is the thermal conductivity coefficient of the :th energy mode. The mixture viscosity,

`, and thermal conductivity, _: , coefficients are determined by Wilke’s mixing rule [29], with pure species properties

determined from accurate collision integral data.

IV. SU2-NEMO solver, Mutation++ library and AMG mesh adaptation library
The open-source SU2 software suite∗ [30], written in C++ and Python, is the basis for this study. It is built specifically

for the analysis of partial differential equations (PDEs) and PDE-constrained optimization problems on unstructured

meshes with state-of-the-art numerical methods. The solver is rapidly establishing itself within the open-source commu-

nity as a prominent software for multiphysics analysis and design, including the simulation of chemically-reactive and

nonequilibrium flows [31] with the development of SU2-NEMO (NonEquilibrium MOdels solver). Extensive validation

of the software is reported in the literature [30]. The-closure-of the governing equations for the system of interest is

achieved by means of coupling with appropriate thermochemistry models (presented in section III). In this regard, the

implementation in the present work extended SU2-NEMO by linking to the Mutation++ library† [23] (Multicomponent
∗https://github.com/su2code/SU2
†https://github.com/mutationpp/Mutationpp
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Thermodynamic And Transport properties for IONized gases in C++), that provides efficient algorithms for the compu-

tation of thermodynamic, transport (viscosity, thermal conductivity and diffusion) and chemical kinetic gas properties.

The library has been designed for robustness over a wide range of temperatures and its accuracy in dealing with multi-

temperature models, with the following constraints in mind: 1) high fidelity of the physical models, ensuring that the laws

of thermodynamics are satisfied and that results are validated against existing experimental data, 2) low computational

cost, 3) a modern, object-oriented, extensible framework, and 4) detailed in-source and user’s guide documentation in

order to facilitate model improvement and collaboration. The library has been extensively validated as a software on its

own [23] and some validation work has been carried out for the coupling of Mutation++ with the SU2-NEMO solver [32].

The pyAMG library developed by INRIA ‡ [33–36] is used in this work. PyAMG is a fast, robust and automatic tool

that performs anisotropic mesh adaptation for complex geometries generating multi-scale and multi-direction phenomena

in the flowfield (shock waves, contact discontinuities, boundary layers, turbulence, etc.). Given an initial mesh and

associated CFD solution, a metric field is computed from interpolation error and surface geometric approximation.

The metric field provides information about the desired element sizes and orientations in order to drive adaptation.

For a finite volume solution, the interpolation error of any particular flow variable is second-order in space and can

be approximated by the HessianH(x). The Hessian is computed by pyAMG using a double L2-projection [37]. The

absolute value of the Hessian is used to ensure that the metric field is positive definite, and is given by

|H | = R |Λ| RT.

The optimal metric used in the adaptation procedure is given by the L?-norm normalization of the Hessian for a desired

mesh complexity N :

M(x) = N 2
3

(∫
Ω

(det |H(x) |)
?

2?+3 dΩ
)− 2

3

(det |H(x) |)−
1

2?+3 |H(x) | (22)

where the constraintmesh complexityN controls the desired number ofDOFs in the outputmesh,
(∫
Ω
(det |H(x) |)

?

2?+3 dΩ
)− 2

3

is a global normalization used to reach the desired number of DOFs, and (det |H(x) |)−
1

2?+3 is a local normalization

which gives the sensitivity to small solution variations, and is dependent on the choice of norm. For example, the

L1-norm can be used to better capture small amplitude variations and has been shown to be effective for supersonic

applications [38]. PyAMG performs successive local mesh modifications such as edge collapse, point insertion, edge

swapping and point smoothing until the output mesh meets the metric requirements, as well as some mesh quality

constraints to ensure the stability and enhance the performance of the CFD solver. The solution is then interpolated onto
‡https://pyamg.saclay.inria.fr/
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the new mesh. More information about the process as well as detailed mathematical formulation can be found in [36].

V. Numerical test cases

Fig. 1. Bedford wing-body: Section planes for visualisation along X and Y planes.

Results of the numerical study are presented in this section. The winged configuration studied in this work, known

as Bedford wing-body, with symmetric lenticular wing section, is illustrated in Figure 1. Table 1 reports the conditions

for which the simulations were performed. The choice of these conditions is based on the existence of validation data

for the Bedford at Mach 4 (Bdf01). The Bedford cases at Mach 6, 8 and 10 (Bdf02 to Bdf04) have been considered as an

investigation test case for which no reference data is available in the literature yet. For all test-cases, the standard air

5-species model is considered [39, 40].

Table 1. Parameters for the simulations

Mach " [deg] T [K] Reynolds YN2 YO2 YNO YN YO

Bdf01 4 20 300 91,786 0.77 0.23 0.0 0.0 0.0
Bdf02 6 20 300 91,786 0.77 0.23 0.0 0.0 0.0
Bdf03 8 20 300 91,786 0.77 0.23 0.0 0.0 0.0
Bdf04 10 20 300 91,786 0.77 0.23 0.0 0.0 0.0

A. Grid adaptation

It is known that hypersonic flows typically generate high-gradient regions and highly-directional flow features such

as shock waves, contact discontinuities, boundary layers, etc. When dealing with complex geometries, all these features

are encountered in the flowfield as well as interactions between them. In this work, hybrid meshes are used, with a

quasi-structured region consisting of prismatic elements capturing the boundary layer and the remaining part of the

domain discretized in an unstructured manner with tetrahedral elements. To efficiently capture shock interference
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Fig. 2. Original and adapted meshes. Bedford wing-body at Mach 4 (top) and Mach 10 (bottom).

patterns in an accurate, yet computationally affordable way, automatic anisotropic mesh adaptation is used for the

unstructured region, since it allows for flexibility to control the discretization both in element size, orientation and

stretching. Controlling these grid parameters results in clustering of elements and alignment of cell interfaces with

the flow features in such a way that no significant increase in number of nodes in the mesh is needed. In this work,

the Mach number was chosen as a variable to compute the metric field used for adaptation. This choice was based on

the fact that all relevant flow features (shocks, expansions, contact discontinuities, boundary layer, separations, vor-

texes) translate toMach number gradient, therefore guaranteeing that all of themwill be captured in the adaptation process.

Table 2. Grid points and elements for adapted hybrid meshes.

Number of points Number of elements
Bdf01 2,111,391 10,699,929
Bdf02 2,048,479 10,325,863
Bdf03 2,026,373 10,196,352
Bdf04 2,087,754 12,275,162

The original viscous hybrid mesh is the same for all test-cases, with 11,473,410 elements and 3,109,217 grid points.

After obtaining a first converged solution for each test-case, grid adaptation parameters are provided with two goals in

mind: 1) keeping the number of nodes as close as possible to the initial mesh; 2) clustering and stretching grid elements
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Fig. 3. Bedford wing-body at Mach 4: Comparison of aerodynamic coefficients with wind tunnel data.

in order to accurately capture sharp gradient regions, while keeping the mesh very coarse in regions of uniform flow

or low-gradient. The first solution is then interpolated onto the resulting adapted grid and a new CFD simulation is

performed. The process is repeated until grid independence is achieved. The number of grid points and elements for the

final adapted hybrid mesh associated to each test-case in presented in Table 2. It is worth noticing that despite the slight

reduction in number of grid points and elements (except for Bdf04 in the case of number of elements), improvement in

accuracy has been obtained by the clustering of points in the relevant regions of the domain. In this analysis, more

focus has been given to the shock wave structures below the body and near the wings where more interesting shock

interference features are observed. This is seen in Figure 2, that shows the original mesh and the mesh at the end of the

adaptation cycle for the lower and higher Mach cases, Bdf01 and Bdf04. As expected, the shock wave structure that

envelopes the vehicle is closer to the body for the highest freestream Mach number. Figure 3 reports a comparison of

the aerodynamic coefficients for the case of the Mach 4 flow with available experimental data. A good agreement is

obtained for the final grid, thus validating the numerical results.

B. Parametric study

In this section, numerical results of the CFD simulation will be discussed for the planes A, B, C (parallel to fuselage

axis) and D, E, F (along the wing spanwise direction) indicated in Figure 1. Planes A and B are slicing the fuselage

longitudinally, while plane C is roughly at 50% of wing span. Planes D, E and F are respectively frontal slices before

the wing, at 50% of fuselage corresponding to 50% of the wing chord and after the wing. To better understand the

discussion that follows, an annotated flowfield is shown in Figure 4, where a schematic of the flow features that are

encountered in the flow surrounding the Bedford vehicle is presented. For the angle of attack simulated in this work (U

= 20°), the main flow features are the shock wave generated at the nose tip (stronger in the lower part of the vehicle), the

shock wave that is generated at the leading edge (LE) towards the lower part of the wing and the interaction between

the two. Furthermore, several expansion regions can be found: downstream of the nose shock, at the upper part of
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the wing and at the tip of the wing. Boundary layer (BL) separation occurs at different locations resulting from shock

impingement (wing and fuselage), flow incidence on the fuselage, wing-body junction, wing trailing edge (TE) typical

separation and wake in the rear part of the vehicle. All of these generic features will be seen in the numerical results for

each one of the test-cases in different shapes, locations and intensities.
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Fig. 4. Schematic of features encountered in the flowfield surrounding the Bedford vehicle.

Figure 5 report the obtained results for Mach number, for test-case Bdf01. Subplot 4a shows the plane of symmetry

and subplots 5b and 5c show two other planes parallel to the plane of symmetry. Subplots 5d, 5e and 5f show planes

normal to the fuselage axis. The strong attached shock wave generated by the nose tip towards the lower part of the

vehicle is evident in the abrupt decrease in Mach number, as seen in subplot 5a. As expected from the value of the angle

of attack, the upper shock wave is much weaker, with the corresponding contour lines in fading away not far from the

body. As would be expected from the curved surface of the ogive, downstream of the initial deceleration caused from

the nose tip, the change in geometry leads the flow to significantly expand after each one of the shock waves, which is

indicated by the gradual increase in Mach number. This expansion is stronger in the lower part of the vehicle and is

also evident in subplot 5d from a different perspective. Subplots 5b and 5d show that, due to the angle of attack and,

consequently, the different incidence directions of the freestream flow on the upper and lower parts of the fuselage, the

boundary layer thickens up to separation at a certain radial position in the fuselage. Further downstream, another strong
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shock wave is generated by the leading edge of the wing towards the lower surface. It can be seen in subplot 5c and 5e

that this shock wave interacts directly with the one generated in the nose tip. Subplot 5e shows the leading edge shock

wave impinging on the fuselage surface, thus introducing an adverse pressure gradient and causing the boundary layer to

separate. On the upper part of the wing, the flow undergoes a strong expansion, in which the flow significantly accelerates.

Fig. 5. Bedford wing-body Mach number contours at 20deg incidence and Mach 4. Y-axis sections (left), X-axis
sections (right).

The development of a boundary layer on the surface of the wing causes the flow to compress up to the wall, just

downstream of the leading edge - shown by the decrease in Mach number above the wing, in subplot 5e. The wing-body

junction causes the flow to separate from the leading edge at the upper part of the wing (evident in subplot 5e). This

separation together with the resulting compression wave can be visualized in subplots 5b and also further downstream in

the plane of symmetry (subplot 5a), where in this case the boundary layer has reattached, likely due to the favourable

pressure gradient arising from the fuselage-rear geometry change. Further away from the fuselage body, boundary layer

separation on the upper surface of the wing only occurs closer to the trailing edge. Impingement of the nose shock on

the upper surface of the wing is seen in in subplot 5e. Both the shock impingement and wing tip expansion introduce

adverse pressure gradients in slightly different regions of the upper surface of the wing, causing the boundary layer to

separate much before the trailing edge in that y-location - this can be observed in subplot 5e. The vortex generated in the

wing-tip can be seen in both subplot 5e and 5f. Downstream of the wing, the boundary layer separation resulting from

the different incidence directions of the flow (due to a non-zero angle of attack) also occurs. This is seen in subplots 5b

and 5f. The adverse pressure gradient induced by the change in geometry in the rear part of the vehicle leads to flow

separation in this region too. The wake of the flow can been seen in subplot 5a, where there is a clear region of very
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low Mach number. With the weakening of flow disturbance, the flow then expands, and the Mach number gradually

increases.

Fig. 6. Bedford wing-body Mach number contours at 20deg incidence and Mach 6. Y-axis sections (left), X-axis
sections (right).

Figure 6 shows the Mach number contours for test-case Bdf02. As the freestream Mach number is increased from

4 to 6, some changes are observed in the flow patterns. Both upper and lower nose shocks are more attached to the

fuselage body, which is seen in subplots 6a, 6d and 6e. The shock layer observed in the section shown in subplot

6e, below the fuselage, is smaller for Bdf02. The boundary layer separation resulting from the different incidence

directions of the freestream flow on the ogive occurs closer to the nose tip, which is evident in subplot 6. Downstream

of the vehicle, the wake of the flow also appears to be larger than for Bdf01. Similarly, the boundary layer separation

caused by the wing-body junction on the upper part of the vehicle is significantly more pronounced, as the region of

Mach < 1 is much larger for Bdf02, for the same x-plane shown in subplots 6e. However, it is not sufficiently large

to extend to the plane of symmetry, where the boundary layer seems to be attached to the body but is significantly

thicker along the whole fuselage, all the way up to the rear part of the vehicle. The impact of this larger separation

is further seen in the plane shown in subplot 6b, where the region of Mach < 1 is much larger than for Bdf01. Both

the nose tip shock wave and the shock wave generated by the wing leading edge are more attached to the body for

Bdf02 than for Bdf01. As a consequence, the intersection between these two shocks is slightly closer to the vehicle

as well, which is seen in subplot 6e. The boundary layer separation on the lower part of the fuselage, seen in subplot

6e, is still present for Bdf02, even though this disturbance seems to be less significant. The impingement of the nose

shock on the wing is closer to the fuselage. The boundary layer separation resulting from this impingement, together
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with a larger wing-body separation and the wing tip expansion cause the flow to be almost completely separated in

the section shown in subplot 6e, as opposed to what was observed in case Bfd01. As for the wing section shown in

subplot 6c, separation is also occurring earlier on, roughly at mid-chord, whereas for Bfd01 this was only occurring

closer to the trailing edge. The vortex generated in the wing tip is slightly larger in this for Bdf02. Despite the

differences observed between these two test-cases, Bdf01 and Bdf02, the overall shock interference features do not change.

Fig. 7. Bedford wing-body Mach number contours at 20deg incidence and Mach 8. Y-axis sections (left), X-axis
sections (right).

Figure 7 shows the Mach number contours for test-case Bdf03. Overall, the trend of the flow pattern observed

between Bfd01 and Bfd02 extends to this test-case. The nose shock structure that envelopes the body is closer to

the vehicle, as seen in subplots 7a and 7d. The nose shock that develops towards the upper part of the flowfield is

significantly stronger than for the two previous cases, where this trend was already visible. For what concerns the wing

region, the increasing region of boundary layer separation with low Mach number on top of the fuselage is noticeable

in subplot 7e. This region now extends up to the plane of symmetry, which is also seen in subplot 7a. As opposed

to what is observed for Bdf01 and Bdf02, this causes the boundary layer to be separated downstream of the wing,

up until the rear part of the vehicle. At the lower part of the fuselage, subplot 7e, the impingement of the leading

edge shock wave seems to have less impact on the boundary layer, with a smaller separation region (not visible in

the images). Looking at subplot 7c, the boundary layer thickens from the leading edge all the way along the chord,

contrary to what was observed in Bdf01 and Bdf02. Another evident difference is the appearance of low Mach regions,

denoted by a lighter yellow region in subplot 7f. It is inferred that this difference is likely due to the increasing impact of

thermal nonequilibrium effects. This is supported by the fact that these are the regions where the significant vibrational
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excitation occurs, which can be seen in subplot 7e of of Figure 10, that compares vibrational temperature for the different

test-cases. The presence of nonequilibrium effects and its impact on the flowfield is discussed in more detail in the section.

Fig. 8. Bedford wing-body Mach number contours at 20deg incidence and Mach 10. Y-axis sections (left), X-axis
sections (right).

Figure 8 shows the Mach number contours for test-case Bdf04. With the further increase in freestream Mach

number, the conical shock from the ogive nose gets closer to the vehicle. The trend of having a stronger upper nose

shock is maintained with the increase of Mach number, being Bdf04 the case where this shock wave seems to be

stronger with contours that are more defined (subplot 8a). On the contrary, the trend that has been observed for the

behaviour of the boundary layer in the upper part of the fuselage (plane of symmetry, subplot 8a) does not extend to this

test-case. For Bdf04, the boundary layer in this region is thin up to the point of interaction with the wing leading edge

shock. The impact of this shock is still evident in the plane of symmetry downstream of the wing. A thickening of

the boundary layer and a small separation is observed in this region. Downstream of the shock, the boundary layer

reattaches. Moreover, the boundary layer separation resulting from leading edge shock impingement on the lower part of

the fuselage is more significant than for the previous test-case, which can be seen subplots 8e and 8f. In subplot 8c, the

impingement of the nose shock on the upper part of the wing is evident, causing the boundary layer to separate. Reattach-

ment follows, given the acceleration of the flow occurring in this region, associated to the expansion wave that is observed.

Despite some differences observed in the flowfield for different test-cases, overall, the shock wave pattern does not

change. Table 3 reports the aerodynamic coefficients for this study. As expected in supersonic flight, both drag and lift

coefficient, as well as the Lift/Drag ratio decrease with the increase of Mach number. The last column in Table 3 reports
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Table 3. Aerodynamic coefficients and heat flux.

Mach Lift Coefficient Drag Coefficient Lift/Drag Peak heat flux along

wing [W/m2]

4 0.5371 0.23961 2.242 4.732 e+6

6 0.3935 0.20377 1.931 5.210 e+6

8 0.3719 0.19218 1.935 7.889 e+6

10 0.3494 0.19099 1.830 1.025 e+7

the peak heat flux on the wing of the vehicle typically occurring in the region where the conical shock from the ogive

nose intersects the wing.

C. Nonequilibrium effects

Fig. 9. Comparative view of Translational-Rotational Temperature contours. Y-axis sections at (left), X-axis
sections (right). From top to bottom Mach 6, Mach 8 and Mach 10.

Figures 9 and 10 shows the contours of translational and vibrational temperature for the wing x- and y-planes, for all

test-cases Bdf01 to Bdf04. The difference between translational and vibrational temperatures is a measure of the degree

of thermal nonequilibrium occurring in the flowfield, and the values of vibrational temperature indicate the extent to

which the vibrational energy modes of the molecules have been excited, due to the energy transferred from translational

energy modes. Results are not shown for Bdf01 since the excitation of vibrational modes is negligible and values of

vibrational temperature remain the same as the freestream for such a freestream Mach number. The trend observed as

the Mach number increases is also predicted: regions with vibrational temperature higher than the freestream value are

larger. The regions where vibrational excitation is expected to be more significant are regions behind shock waves,
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Fig. 10. Comparative view of Vibrational-Electronic Temperature contours. Y-axis sections at (left), X-axis
sections (right). From top to bottom Mach 6, Mach 8 and Mach 10.

further downstream. Shock waves, or compression waves, increase the translational internal energy of the flow and, only

after a certain time, this energy relaxes towards the excitation of vibrational degrees of freedom of molecules. Therefore,

after a sudden increase in translational temperature, the larger the time scales of the flow (regions of low velocity), the

stronger is the impact of this energy exchange mechanism. This is seen in the numerical results, as the regions where

vibrational temperature contours are more relevant are, accordingly, post-shock or post-compression regions where the

flow slows down. When it comes to thermal nonequilibrium, it is observed that the strongest discrepancies between

translational vibrational temperature increase with Mach number.

For what concerns chemical nonequilibrium, results are only shown for Bdf04, since for the remaining test-cases,

chemical activity is negligible or non-existent and the flow can be considered as frozen. Figure 11 shows mass fractions

of species O2, N2, NO and O for Bdf04. The reasoning of relaxation time applies to finite-rate chemistry as well. An

increase in the internal energy of the flow is necessary to trigger dissociation processes, that in turn have an associated

incubation time before they become relevant. As such, numerical results are shown for the plane of symmetry, since the

strongest chemical activity occurs in the wake of the flow, where Mach number is very low. Some changes in mass

fractions can also be observed in the region of boundary layer separation on the upper part of the vehicle, especially

when it comes to N2 mass fractions. The change in mass fractions indicates that both N2 and O2 dissociation reactions

are triggered, as well as exchange reactions that result in NO formation. For the plane of symmetry, there is significant

amount of atomic oxygen, with a maximum value of 30%, which is expected due to the fact that O2 dissociation is the

first type of reaction to be activated [24].
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Fig. 11. Bedford wing-body at Mach 10: Mass fractions.

VI. Conclusions
A numerical study on the shock/shock and shock/boundary-layer interactions occurring in the flow field surrounding

a winged high-speed vehicle is presented. High-temperature gas effects typically encountered in hypersonic flight

conditions are taken into account. A parametric study of the nonequilibrium flow over the Bedford wing-body

configuration is performed to understand how the interactions patterns change when the freestream Mach number is

increased. Mach 4, 6, 8 and 10 flows are simulated. Results for the first test-case are validated against experimental data,

and Mach 6 to 10 cases are considered as investigation test-cases. Automatic mesh adaptation is used to guarantee

accurate predictions with no excessive computational cost and to ensure that the shock interference pattern are represented

with grid independent predictions. The shock interference structures and the interactions with the boundary layer in the

most critical regions are described. As the freestream Mach number increases, some differences in the flow features are

observed, such as shock layer, locations of shock impingement as well as behaviour of the boundary layer and regions of

separation. Chemical reactions are activated only for Mach 10 whereas vibrational excitation occurs from Mach 6 to

10, being more relevant as the Mach number increases. Overall, the shock interaction pattern does not change. The

extension of this study to other hypersonic vehicle configurations and/or to the atmosphere of Mars is being considered.
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